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Foreword
ADVISOR Enterprise is a Training Management System that drives training efficiency by (a) aligning current and
future training activities to operational requirements to identify gaps, duplications and training with minimal
value; (b) forecasting and comparing the costs of viable delivery options; (c) uncovering cost drivers; and (d)
improving resource allocation. ADVISOR is built around the ADDIE model with the added flexibility of starting the
analysis at any level. ADVISOR is made up of the following modules that can be used separately or in any
combination.
Needs
Assessment

Assess: To find out “the cause of the problem and potential solutions”. Provides a step by step approach
for understanding a problem before selecting the solution – in other words, before assuming that training
is needed. Needs Assessment provides an audit trail and serves as the foundation for decisions by zeroing
in on the source of the problem, identifying solutions that can produce the desired level of productivity,
and highlighting actions that will generate the greatest impact. [Scope and Needs Assessment].

Training
Analysis

Analysis: To find out “who needs to be trained, on what and why”. Provides a step by step approach for
conducting Training Needs Analysis (TNA) or Training Systems Requirements Analysis (TSRA) to identify
training needed by each job, position and employee to perform duties to the desired standard under the
prescribed conditions. Four approaches may be used to conduct training analysis, namely Mission,
System, Competency or Job. [Mission Analysis, Competency Analysis, System Analysis, Job Task Analysis,
Knowledge/Skill Gap Analysis and Training Requirements Analysis].

Training
Design

Design: To find out “what is the most effective and economical way to deliver training”. Provides a step
by step approach for conducting Training Media Analysis (TMA) or Option Analysis to identify the most
cost effective strategy for the delivery of training and generates Training Plans. The analysis takes into
account limitations, instructional design requirements, upfront and recurring costs over training program
life as well as risks associated with the introduction of new technology. [Media Analysis, Cost Analysis and
Training Plans].

Fidelity
Analysis

Develop: To find out the “fidelity requirements of training devices”. Provides a step by step approach for
assessing the functional requirements of trainers and simulators based on training needs and
performance objectives. It identifies visual, tactile, olfactory, affective and auditory sensory cues needed
to practice tasks, within realistic environments, under preset conditions to attain the desired level of
competency. In addition, ADVISOR takes into account elements within the virtual world and how users
interact with each.

Resource
Management

Implementation: To find out “how much money and resources are needed”. Compiles and analyzes
missions/goals, competencies, systems, jobs, tasks, training requirements, courses, activities, costs,
personnel and resources to generate concise, up to date and actionable reports. The reports provide
insight on planned training activities for any time period; training requirements for each job/employee;
budget, personnel and resource requirements, training impact as well as how to drive training
effectiveness and efficiency by leveraging technology, improving resource allocation and identifying gaps,
duplications and unwarranted training. [Forecast and Optimize Training Budgets, Personnel and
Resources].

Project
Management

Implementation: To find out “how training should be implemented”. Provides a step by step approach
for planning a project and tracking progress in real time. This includes the setup of phases and tasks,
dependencies and constraints, timelines as well as the assignment of personnel and resources needed to
complete. Moreover, ADVISOR tracks progress by comparing hours worked and money spent on each
task to project plan, to anticipate delays, facilitate the implementation of corrective measures, and keep
projects on-time and within budget. [Develop Project Plans and Track Progress].
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Performance
Analysis

Evaluation: To find out “how training impacts performance and organizational goals”. Provides a step by
step approach for improving performance by zeroing in on the source of the problem and identifying
solutions that can produce the desired level of productivity. Moreover, ADVISOR highlights actions that
will generate the greatest impact by assessing the feasibility of implementing plausible solutions as well
as forecasting the costs, benefits and Return on Investment (ROI) of each intervention. [Performance
Gap Analysis, Root Cause Analysis and Cost Benefit Analysis].

Training Life
Cycle
Management

Manage: To “continually uncover venues to drive training effectiveness & efficiency”. Maintains training
effectiveness and efficiency over time by continually assessing the impact of changes to missions, jobs,
tasks, systems, policies, technologies, throughput, and so forth on training content and activities; as well
as budget, personnel and resource requirements. This is attained through a digital-twin model that
continually aligns training activities to operational requirements to identify gaps, duplications and training
with minimal value. Results (personnel/resource requirements for any time period; cost drivers;
bottlenecks and deficiencies) are quickly and concisely communicated through dashboards. Actions that
drive training effectiveness and efficiency are also highlighted.
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Chapter 1: Setup Courses
1.1 Introduction
Two approaches can be utilized to perform a Media Analysis within ADVISOR: Preliminary Course Analysis
or Detailed Course Analysis.
Preliminary Course Analysis uses the Data Collection Wizard to quickly assess the feasibility and potential
savings that may result from using alternate delivery options. This approach is highly effective in analyzing
courses with a single learning objective/outcome. Key data is collected under the
Data Collection
Wizard and submitted for analysis. Preliminary Course Analysis is simple to use, assesses the viability for
alternate delivery options within few minutes, and the analysis can be easily refined as needed under the
Course Analysis folder. In other words, Preliminary Course Analysis is best suited for quick analysis of
courses with limited details and single learning outcome.
Comparatively, Detailed Course Analysis provides a more comprehensive analysis of course content to
assess the feasibility of using alternate blends of delivery options. This approach is better suited for
courses with multiple learning objectives/outcomes. To facilitate the forecasting of development,
hardware, administrative, management, travel, instructors, facilities, transmission, maintenance and
support costs, Templates can be created and made available to all analysts. In addition to speeding the
analysis process, Templates preserve consistency, as well as facilitate carrying out multiple “what if
scenarios”. Detailed Course Analysis is carried out under the Course Analysis folder.
The current guide presents a step by step process for conducting Detailed Course Analysis to identify the
most effective blend of delivery options. For details on all media analysis covered by ADVISOR Enterprise,
please refer to the Training Design User Guide. Separate Step-by-Step Guide is available for conducting
Preliminary Course Analysis using the Data Collection Wizard, and therefore will not be covered in this
Step by Step Guide. For info on basic functionality and how to configure ADVISOR in line with needs,
please refer to the Configure ADVISOR Step by Step or User Guide. Remember that context sensitive help
for each screen is also available by clicking on [Help].
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1.2 Setup Program
Courses or training activities can be organized under Programs. A Program can be job centric – i.e.,
includes all courses required by a specific job/role; platform centric – i.e., includes all courses required to
operate, maintain and support a specific aircraft, ship or vehicle; client centric – i.e., includes all courses
required by a specific client; school centric – i.e., includes all courses delivered at a specific school; and so
forth. To setup a new program:
Step 1: Click on the Programs folder.
Step 2: Click [Add].
Step 3: Input program title, reference code and sequence.
Step 4: Click Save].
2

4

1

3

1.3 Setup a New Course
To identify the most cost effective training venue that meets organizational, learning and learners’ needs,
begin by creating courses or training activities. To create a new course:
Step 1: Click on the Course Analysis folder.
Step 2: Click [Add].
Step 3: Input course title, expected life of course, start and end dates and other required information.
Step 4: Click [Save] once all relevant fields are completed, to create the Course.
2

4

1

3
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Notes:
 You may share your analysis with colleagues (i.e., Users assigned to the same Client) by clicking on
[Sharing] tab, placing checkmarks next to their names and clicking [Save].
 You may link the Course to either Jobs, Systems/Competencies or Missions/Goals that have been
setup under the [Analyze] tab by selecting Job, System/Competency or Mission/Goal under the Link
to field. Based on this selection, the Target Audience for this course (Section 1.4) will vary accordingly.

Move Courses between Programs
To move courses between programs:
Step 1: Click on the

Manage Courses folder.

1
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New window that displays Courses within each Program is presented. To move Courses from Procurement
and Contracting program to Project Management program:
Step 2: Drag & drop Courses from Procurement & Contracting folder into
Step 3: Click [Save].
Step 4: To return to ADVISOR, close the Report window.

Project Management.

3

4

2
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1.4 Identify Target Audience and Trainees per Year
Step 1: To select the audience for the course, click on  next to the
click the Target Audience folder.
Note:

(course title) node to expand and

Missions or Systems folder in lieu of Target Audience may appear if Mission or
System was selected under the Link To field.

Step 2: Place checkmarks next to the appropriate Jobs (Positions).
Step 3: Click [Save].
3

2

1

Notes:
 Based on option selected under the Link to field (Section 1.3), Jobs, Systems/Competencies, or
Missions/Goals that have been setup under the [Analyze] tab, will be presented. In the above
example, “Job” was selected under the Link to field.
 If Jobs, Systems/Competencies or Missions/Goals have not been defined under the [Analyze] tab, the
Target Audience, Missions or Systems folders will not be presented.
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Once the Target Audience is selected, corresponding folders will appear, Project Manager for example,
under the Target Audience folder. Moreover, the characteristics and the financial data of selected Jobs
will be automatically imported under the Instructional Design Factors node and the Cost Factors
node, respectively. This data may in-turn impact the viability and costs of plausible delivery options.
Furthermore, Learning Objectives (Teaching Points) for each Performance and Enabling Objective created
under the [Analyze] tab for the selected Job, System/Competency or Mission/Goal are also presented
under the Link Training to Knowledge/Skill Gaps node to enable analysts to identify gaps that will be
addressed in this Course. To link the Course to Knowledge/Skill Gaps:
Step 4: Click on  next to the Target Audience for the Course,

Project Manager, for example.

Step 5: Click on Link Training to Knowledge/Skill Gaps node.
Step 6: Select the Knowledge/Skill Gaps (Learning Objectives) to be taught in this Course.
Step 7: Click [Save] to copy selected Learning Objectives under the Course’s Learning Objectives folder.
7

4
5
6

Note:


Link Learning Objectives to POs/EOs node is used to map Learning Objectives (Teaching Points)
within existing courses to Performance and Enabling Objectives within Jobs, Systems, Competencies,
Mission or Goals, if such links do not exist. In other words, to indicate how the content of an existing
course supports operational requirements. In addition to identifying Learning Objectives (Teaching
Points) that are not aligned with Tasks and Sub Tasks, additional training requirements can be
identified – i.e., Tasks or Sub Tasks not supported by current Learning Objectives (Teaching Points).
This is accomplished by dragging and dropping the Course Learning Objectives (Teaching Points) from
the left column under the corresponding Performance or Enabling Objectives in the right column.
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To specify the number of individuals to be trained each year:
Step 8: Click on the Trainees per Year node.
Step 9: Input the number of trainees in each year.
Step 10: Click [Save].
10

9
8

Note:
 Years are generated by ADVISOR based on Course Start Date and expected Life, as specified under the
(Course Title) node, i.e. Project Management, for example.
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1.5 Create and Group Learning Objectives
To create new Learning Objective:
Step 1: Click on the Learning Objectives folder.
Step 2: Click [Add].
Step 3: Input the learning objective title, length, learning outcome, classification and other required
information.
Step 4: Click [Save] once all relevant fields are filled out, to create the Learning Objective.
2

4

3
1

Notes:
 When Learning Objectives are selected under the
Link Training to Knowledge/Skill Gaps node,
under the Target Audience folder (Section 1.4), selected items will automatically be copied under
the Learning Objectives folder.
 The following Learning Objective/Outcome definitions can be used to classify Learning Objectives:
 Software - refers to the ability of individuals to use a software application, an operating system, a
legacy system or an information management system effectively and efficiently. Learning a
software application requires the use of both cognitive and psychomotor skills. Select Software
as a primary learning objective/outcome if the purpose of the learning objective is to provide
personnel with the knowledge and skills needed to use a software application and/or operating
system. For example, to "Type and format a letter", "Import charts into a MS Word document".
 Knowledge - refers to the ability of individuals to recall, recognize, understand, translate and
interpret information as well as use learned material in specific instances. Select Knowledge as a
primary learning objective/outcome if the purpose of the learning objective is to enable personnel
to name parts of an object, point out certain object, state definition, classify an object into a
category, contrast two objects, apply theoretical knowledge to perform a task or use a particular
set of procedures. For example, "Explain the rules and procedures for lodging."
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 Mental Skills - refers to the ability of individuals to compare, contrast and break down a problem
in order to arrive at a solution. In other words, issues that involve thinking, reasoning, analyzing,
judging and inferring. Select Mental Skills as the primary learning objective/outcome if the
purpose of the learning objective is to provide personnel with the skills to select and organize
alternatives, or derive solutions to a problem. For example, "Choose the most effective
instructional strategy for specific learning outcomes", "Solve mathematical formula by combining
previous learned rules".
 Psychomotor Skill - refers to the ability of individuals to perform a physical task. A task that
requires physical exertion or manipulation of an object. In other words, tasks that require physical
movement. Skills are learned capabilities whose outcomes are demonstrated through speed,
accuracy and quality of the performed task. Select psychomotor Skill as a primary learning
objective/outcome if the purpose of the learning objective is to provide personnel with "practical
skills" or "motor skills" that require perception, decision and action to perform the task. For
example, "Climb a telephone pole", "Repair a flat tire".
 Attitude - refers to individuals' personal beliefs and/or preferences towards an object, situation
or person. In other words, their mental state that influence behavior, choices and opinions. Select
Attitude as a primary learning objective/outcome if the purpose of the learning objective is to
change, in some way, the attitudes, behavior, preferences and/or value systems of personnel. For
example, "Demonstrate positive attitudes and behaviors towards new work procedures", "Be
more sensitive to colleagues with varied cultural backgrounds".
 If a Learning Objective has more than one learning objective/outcome, then it should either be divided
into multiple Learning Objectives or the most dominant category selected.
 The Classification field is used to classify each learning objective in line with Bloom’s Taxonomy to
facilitate the process of grouping objectives with similar characteristics. An [Auto Allocate] tab/
function is also provided under the
Learning Objectives folder to automatically group Learning
Objectives based on learning outcome and classification.
 To simplify and speed media analysis without compromising analysis integrity, Learning Objectives
with similar outcome and characteristics can be analyzed as a single unit (Group). The Group that
each Learning Objective is assigned to is indicated in the Group field. Learning Objectives can only be
placed in Groups with similar learning outcomes. That is, you may place all Knowledge Objectives
within the same group, but cannot place Knowledge Objectives with Objectives that deal with Mental
or Psychomotor Skills. You may also analyze each Learning Objective separately, if you choose, by
assigning each Learning Objective to a unique Group.
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Chapter 2: Setup Course Instructional Design Factors & Costs
2.1 Specify Course Instructional Design Factors
To define instructional design factors that impact the entire content such as reasons for course, audience
characteristics, limitations and consequences of errors:
Step 1: Click on the Instructional Design Factors node.
Step 2: Input the required information under [Content], [Audience], [Limitations], [Hardware] and
[Application] tabs.
Step 3: Click [Save] once all relevant Instructional Design Factors for the course have been defined.
3

2
2
1

Notes:
 If Instructional Design Factor templates were created (Configure ADVISOR Step-by-Step Guide,
Section 3.1), relevant template can be selected under the Template field, and imported by clicking
[Save].
 You do not have to answer all questions. Recommendations are based on provided information.
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2.2 Specify Course Cost Factors
Costs that impact the entire content can be specified as follows:
Step 1: Click on the Cost Factors node.
Step 2: Input the required information under [Trainees], [Capability] and [Expectations] tabs.
Step 3: Click [Save] once all relevant Course Cost Factors have been defined.
3

2

2
1

Notes:
 If Technical Capability templates were created (Configure ADVISOR Step-by-Step Guide, Section 3.1),
relevant template can be imported by clicking on the [Capability] tab, selecting relevant template
under the Template field and clicking [Save].
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Chapter 3: Analyze Learning Objectives
3.1 Define Parameters for Group
To facilitate course analysis, Learning Objectives (Teaching Points) with similar characteristics (i.e.,
outcome/classification) can be analyzed as a single unit (group) (Section 1.5). Each time a Learning
Objective is assigned to a new Group, the Group # and title (based on learning outcome/classification) is
presented under the
Group Analysis folder. Each Group, in-turn, is analyzed separately to evaluate
the effectiveness and costs of alternate delivery options, and identify the most cost-effective option that
meets needs. The results for each group are presented under the Module Summary folder. Once all
groups have been analyzed, a viable option can be selected for each group under the Course Summary
folder to determine the most cost-effective blend for the entire training program/course. To define key
parameters for a Group:
Step 1: Click on  next to the Group Analysis folder to view the Groups within the Course.
Step 2: Click on a (group title).
Step 3: Rename the Group as desired, input the % of content that is expected to change each year and
whether the Learning Objectives within this Group deal with the operation, maintenance or
support of a specific piece of equipment. In other words, indicate whether equipment is needed
for demonstration and practice.
Step 4: Click [Save].
4

3

1

2

Note
 The process outlined above should be repeated for each Group.
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Step 5: Click on  next to the
within the

Learning Objectives within Group folder, to view the Learning Objectives

(group).

5
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3.2 Conduct Media Analysis
To assess the viability of plausible delivery options – i.e., ability in meeting organizational, learners’ as well
as instructional needs:
Step 1: Click on  next to the

Media Analysis folder.

Step 2: Click on the Requirements node.
Step 3: Input the required information under [Content], [Display], [Design], [Activity], [Environment],
[Safety], [Evaluation] and [Limitation] tabs. Note: Some folders and fields will be automatically
hidden if no longer relevant. For example, if Equipment is not required, relevant fields and tabs
will be hidden.
Step 4: Click [Save].
4

3

3

1

2

Note:
 If Instructional Requirements Templates were created (Configure ADVISOR Step-by-Step Guide,
Section 3.1), relevant template can be selected under the Template field and imported by clicking
[Save].
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ADVISOR automatically rates all delivery options supported (ADVISOR Configuration User Guide, Section
2.4) based on media’s ability to meet organizational, learning and learners’ needs defined under the
Instructional Design Factors (Section 2.1) and the instructional Requirements nodes. A 100% rating
indicates that the delivery option meets all stated requirements. A 0% rating indicates that the delivery
option does not meet a critical requirement and should not be considered any further.
Furthermore, a minimum rating or cut off point may also be used to eliminate ineffective delivery options.
The minimum rating is based on the potential impact of errors on individuals’ safety, equipment’s’
integrity, business loss and organizational image – [Application] tab under the
Instructional Design
Factors node (Section 2.1). The greater the consequences - flying an airplane, for example, the higher the
Minimum Acceptable Rating. ADVISOR does not recommend delivery options that fall below the
Acceptable Rating. To view the rating of plausible delivery options:
Step 5: Click on the
Rating node.
Step 6: To find why a delivery option is not recommended or why its rating has been reduced, click on
the rating next to the delivery option. The reasons are presented in window at the bottom of
the screen – based on provided information. If a requirement or a factor (such as, Teaming
Exercises=Desired) is inaccurate, you can quickly jump to the screen where the input was
provided and edit – by clicking on the statement.

6

5

6

Notes:
 Based on industry averages, the number of hours needed to develop one hour of training is also
presented next to each media.
 To modify the Minimum Acceptable Rating, click the Acceptable Rating node, click the unlock
icon to edit the Minimal Acceptable Rating field and lock
your value, and click [Save].



The Media Analysis should be repeated for each Group.
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3.3 Conduct Cost Analysis
Select Options to Assess and Compare
Once Media Analysis is completed, Cost Analysis can be performed for viable delivery options. ADVISOR
captures, computes and compares the costs of designing, developing, administering, managing,
delivering, maintaining and supporting multiple delivery options. Each cost can be further classified as
Direct (impacts budget) or Indirect (impacts resources or the budget of others). To select options to assess
and compare:
Step 1: Click on  next to the Cost Analysis folder to expand.
Step 2: Click on the Delivery Options node.
Step 3: Select delivery options to compare, input title, and indicate current delivery option as well as
which option should be used as base for comparison.
Step 4: Click [Save].
4

3

1

2
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Import Cost Templates
To speed Cost Analysis while maintaining consistency, typical administrative, development, courseware,
facilities, hardware, instructors, management, material, support and travel costs for various delivery
options can be setup under the
Resources and
Templates folders for each
Client (Configure
ADVISOR Step-by-Step Guide, Section 3.1). To import Cost Templates:
Step 1: Click on the Import Cost Data node.
Step 2: Select the desired Templates under each delivery option.
Step 3: Click [Save].
3

2

1

Note:
 If Cost Templates are not available, the

Import Cost Data node will not be presented.
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You may view and edit imported data by clicking on the corresponding node under the
folder. For example, to edit Administrative Costs:
Step 4:
Step 5:
Step 6:
Step 7:

Cost Analysis

Click on the Administrative node.
Click on the icon to turn the cascade option off .
Change desired fields, Annual Salary of Administrative Staff, for example.
Click [Save].
7

5
6

4

If Cost Templates have not been developed, the data can be entered manually. The process is largely the
same for all cost items. For illustration, data entry for Course Variables, Development Costs and Instructor
Costs will be presented.
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Input Course Variables
Step 1: Click on the Course Variables node.
Step 2: Input the required information such as Instructor Preparation Time, Number of Trainees per class,
Number of Instructors per class, etc.
Step 3: Click [Save].
3

2

1
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Input Development Costs
Step 1: Click on the Development node.
Step 2: Input the required information such as Average Daily Cost of Developer, Contracting Costs,
Miscellaneous Costs, etc.
Step 3: To override the Development Hours per hour value, click the unlock icon, and input the desired
value.
Step 4: Click [Save].
4

3

2
1

Note:
 The Industry Average for Development Hours (per hour) is retrieved from the Rating node, under
the Media Analysis folder. It is based on published studies for creating different types of learning.
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Input Instructor Costs
Step 1: Click on the Instructor node.
Step 2: Input the required information such as Instructor Annual Salary, Per Diem Costs, Travel Costs,
Travel Days, etc.
Step 3: Click [Save].
3

2

1

Note:
 The Cost Analysis should be repeated for each Group.
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View Cost Summary
A detailed breakdown of the costs of selected delivery options is presented for each Group under the
Summary node. This includes total Development, Courseware, Hardware, Administrative, Management,
Trainees, Instructors, Facilities, Hardware Operation, Transmission, Maintenance and Support Costs, as
well as, Total Costs and Cost per Trainee. Furthermore, you can view direct (budget related) costs, indirect
(personnel/resource requirements and productivity related) costs, savings that may result from utilizing
alternate delivery options, start-up and recurring costs, as well as personnel and resources required to
design, develop, deliver, administer, maintain and support the Learning Objectives within this Group by
clicking on the corresponding tabs. To view a summary of all costs for the Group:
Step 1: Click on the Summary node.
Step 2: To view [Direct/Indirect] costs, potential [Savings], [Up-Front] and [Recurring] costs, as well as
[Resources] and [Personnel] required, click on the corresponding tabs.

2

1
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Step 3: A graphical representations of the results can also be viewed by clicking on the
Charts,
Direct/ Indirect Charts or
Break Even Point Charts nodes.

Distribution

3

Step 4: To export the report to MS Word or pdf, or print, click on corresponding icon.
6

4

5
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Step 5: Click the Delivery Option title in the report to generate a visual representation of the data.
Step 6: To return to ADVISOR, close the Report window.
6
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View Recommendations
Two criterions may be used to order or rank viable delivery options: Most Economical Option and Most
Cost Effective Option. To indicate which criterion should be used:
Step 1:
Step 2:
Step 3:
Step 4:

Click on  next to the Group Summary folder.
Click on the Criterion node.
Select the desired option, i.e. Most Cost Effective Option or Most Economical Option.
Click [Save].
4

3

1
2

Notes:
 Most Economical Option ranks delivery options that meet organizational, learner and instructional
needs [under
Rating node under Media Analysis folder] from least to most expensive.
 Most Cost Effective Option ranks delivery options that meet organizational, learner and instructional
needs [under
Rating node under
Media Analysis folder] based on value, i.e. effectiveness to
cost ratio.
Step 5: To view recommended delivery options for the Group, click on the
Results are presented from most to least favorable.

Recommendations node.

5
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Chapter 4: Course Summary
4.1 Overview
Total, upfront and recurring costs, as well as resources needed to develop, administer, manage, deliver,
maintain and support the entire course are compiled from all Groups, and presented under the Course
Summary. You can also compare the costs of various blends of delivery options, select the option that
best meets your needs, as well as forecast revenue and project the return on investment (ROI). Moreover,
you can create training plans that outlines the Lessons, Learning Objectives with each Lesson, as well as
Time, Media and Delivery Method. Finally, an array of course reports can be generated with the click of
a button.

4.2 Delivery Options
View Current and ADVISOR Recommended Delivery Options
ADVISOR automatically generates two blends of delivery options. The Currently Used option is comprised
of the current delivery option for each Group. The ADVISOR Recommendation option is comprised of the
highest ranked delivery option for each Group (Section 3.3 View Recommendations). To view the
Currently Used or ADVISOR Recommendation delivery options:
Step 1: Click on  next to the Delivery Options folder to expand.
Step 2: Click on
ADVISOR Recommendation node or
Currently Used node to view title, time
required to deliver course (hours) and whether cost should be computed. The example below,
displays data for the

ADVISOR Recommendation node.

2

1

2
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Step 3: Click on  next to the ADVISOR Recommendation node to expand.
Step 4: Click on the Delivery Methods node to view the recommended Delivery Method for each
Group of Learning Objectives.

4

3

4

Setup Alternate Blends of Delivery Options
You may also create your own blends of Delivery Options, as follows:
Step 1:
Step 2:
Step 3:
Step 4:
2

Click on the Delivery Options folder.
Click [Add].
Input the Option Title and whether cost should be computed.
Click [Save] to create.
4

3

1
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Step 5:
Step 6:
Step 7:
Step 8:
Step 9:

Click on  next to Analyst Recommendation node to expand.
Click the Delivery Methods node.
Select the Delivery Methods for each Group of Learning Objectives.
Click on the Delivery Strategy for each Group to select strategy for the delivery of training.
Click [Save] to save recommendations.
9

8
7

5

6
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4.3 Select Base of Comparison
Savings that may result from using various blends of delivery options can only be estimated relative to a
baseline (base of comparison). For example, how much savings may results from using web based training
or internet virtual classroom instead of the Currently Used, instructor-led, approach. In general, the
Currently Used or method commonly used for the delivery of training should be selected as the base of
comparison. To select baseline:
Step 1: Click on the Base of Comparison node.
Step 2: Select the Base of Comparison.
Step 3: Click [Save].
3

2

1
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4.4 Compare Costs
To view a detailed breakdown of the costs of alternate blends of delivery options including direct (budget
related) costs, indirect (personnel/resources and/or productivity related) costs, savings that may result
from utilizing alternate delivery options, start-up and recurring costs as well as personnel and resources
required to design, develop, deliver, administer, maintain and support the course:
Step 1: Click on the Cost Distribution node to view a summary course’s costs for each blend of delivery
options, including Total Costs and Cost per Trainee.
Step 2: To view [Direct] costs, [Indirect] costs, potential [Savings], [Up-front] costs, [Recurring] costs,
[Personnel] and [Resources] required to design, develop, deliver, administer, maintain and
support course, click on corresponding tabs.

2

1
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Step 3: To view graphical representations of the course costs, click on the
Direct/Indirect Charts or
Break Even Point Charts nodes.

Distribution Charts,

3

Step 4: To export the report to MS Word or pdf, or print, click on the corresponding icon.
5

4

Step 5: To return to ADVISOR, close the Report Window.
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4.5 Recommend Delivery Option
Once you have had the opportunity to evaluate and compare the effectiveness as well as the costs of
alternate blends of delivery options, you can recommend an option as follows:
Step 1: Click on the User Recommendation node.
Step 2: Select the desired delivery option.
Step 3: Click [Save].
3

2

1
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Chapter 5: Generate Training Plan and Reports
5.1 Generate Training Plan
You can create Training Plan with ease by adding Lessons, and dragging and dropping Learning Objectives
into Lessons. To create a Training Plan:
Step 1: Click on the

Training Plan node.

1

Step 2: Click [Add Lesson] to create a new Lesson for the Course or [Delete Lesson] to remove a lesson.
Step 3: Drag and drop Learning Objectives from the Learning Objectives Bin folder into respective
Lesson folders.
Step 4: Click [Save] to create the Lesson Plan.
4
2

3
3

4

Notes:
 Each time a Learning Objective is added to a Lesson, the Time of the Lesson is automatically updated.
 You can also sort Learning Objectives by Sequence, Title, Media or Time by using the buttons in the
top left corner.
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5.2 Generate Reports
One of ADVISOR’s key benefits is the ease and speed in which various types of reports can be generated.
Several reports are discussed below.

5.3 Media Analysis Report
Generates a summary of current as well as recommended media for each Learning Objective, along with
training time and instructional design rating, i.e. how well it meets organizational, learning and learners’
needs. To generate:
Step 1: Click on the

Media Analysis Report node under the

Course Reports folder.

1

Note:
 You may hide the Current or Recommended Delivery Option by clicking on the (delivery option)
node, under the
Delivery Options folder under the
Course Summary folder, changing the
Compute Cost field to No, locking
your choice and clicking [Save].
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Step 2: You may export the report to Excel, by clicking the [Generate Excel] button. To return to ADVISOR,
close the Report window.
2
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5.4 Cost Analysis Report
Generates a cost summary for current as well as recommended media for each Learning Objective, along
with training time and potential savings. To generate:
Step 1: Click on the

Cost Analysis Report node under the

Course Reports folder.

1

Note:
 You may hide the Current or Recommended Delivery Option by clicking on the (delivery option)
node, under the
Delivery Options folder under the
Course Summary folder, changing the
Compute Cost field to No, locking
your choice and clicking [Save].
Step 2: You may export the report to Excel, by clicking the [Generate Excel] button. To return to ADVISOR,
close the Report window.
2
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5.5 Training Plan Report
Generates and compares the Training Plans for Current and Recommended Delivery Options. The time
needed for each Lesson and Learning Objective (Teaching Point) is also presented along with Personnel,
Resource and Facility requirements. To generate:
Step 1: Click on the

Training Plan Report node under the

Course Reports folder.

1

Note:
 You may hide the Current or Recommended Delivery Option by clicking on the (delivery option)
node, under the
Delivery Options folder under the
Course Summary folder, changing the
Compute Cost field to No, locking
your choice and clicking [Save].
Step 2: You may export the report to Excel, by clicking the [Generate Excel] button (top left corner). To
return to ADVISOR, close the Report window.
2
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5.6 Objective & Media Report
Generates a summary of viable delivery options for each Learning Objective, along with instructional
design rating (i.e. how well it meets organizational, learning and learners’ needs), cost effectiveness rating
(i.e., effectiveness to cost ratio) and costs. To generate:
Step 1: Click on the

Objective & Media Report node under the

Course Reports folder.

1

Step 2: You may export the report to Excel, by clicking the [Generate Excel] button (top left corner). To
return to ADVISOR, close the Report window.
2
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5.7 Course Report
Generates a comprehensive report of all course attributes including Lessons, Learning Objectives
(Teaching Points) and Training Plan, reasoning behind media selection rating, cost breakdown for each
delivery option and recommendations. To generate:
Step 1: Click on the
Course Report node under the Course Reports folder.
Step 2: Select items to be included by placing checkmarks next to the desired sections.
Step 3: Click [Save].
3

2

1

Notes:
 If Exclude Hidden Fields is selected, all hidden fields will not be included in the report.
 Since the report is in html format, you can quickly advance to any section by clicking on the
corresponding title in the Table of Contents. You may print or save the report using the corresponding
functions in your Browser. To return to ADVISOR, close the Report window.

Remember that context sensitive help is also available for each screen by clicking on [Help] and video clips
on how to perform specific functions by clicking on the video
icon.
Enjoy!
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